
 
 
PRESS RELEASE 
 
The EU of ADEDY, after authorization of the General Council meeting of 2 November 2011, 
in coordination with the GSEE, decided to hold 24-hour general strike on December 1, 
response to "mnimoniaki" policy of the new government and new "mnimoniako 'budget, 
which is to seal the anti-labor measures of the Medium Term Plan and overregulation, adding 
together the tax looting at the expense of workers, pensioners, the poor and middle 
mattresses. 
 
With this decision, the Trade Union Movement gives up on very massive and unprecedented 
protests last October, where workers in public and private sector, the unemployed, 
pensioners, young people and those affected by mnimoniaki policy, demanded the overthrow 
of , while denouncing all those who support it. 
 
For their part, however, all "mnimoniakes" political forces in a desperate attempt to survive 
and halt-even temporarily-the dynamics of the Society to overturn this policy, rallied to a 
single government scheme , instructed the Troika in order to continue its destructive work. 
 
The EU of ADEDY believes that the vicious cycle of recession fueled the original 
memorandum and included the first devastating cuts in the salaries of Public Servants (13th 
and 14th) and pensions, leading the Greek economy into the abyss of ever-increasing debt 
and the inability to address deficits , compounded now with laminated measures such as 
further reductions in income, further reductions in pensions, but even with massive layoffs in 
the narrow and wider public sector for the next three years (through the "labor reserve" of 
pre-retirement availability and redundancy redundancy). 
 
These measures will lead to deforestation of Public Administration from capable and 
experienced executives and the tragic deterioration of public services, especially in the areas 
of Health, Education and Social Security. Moreover, the introduction of the new payroll in the 
Public Sector, formed ftochopoiisis conditions of public employees in the coming days will 
see their earnings to decline by up to 55%. 
 
For this reason the EU of ADEDY decided-in addition to the General Strike-go Thursday, 
November 24 to protest outside the Ministry of Administrative Reform and eGovernment (Vas 
15). To facilitate the involvement of employees in above rally has also decided, early two-
hour strike that day from 13:00 until the end of time in Athens. 
 
The same day, finally, representatives of ADEDY will hand over to the Portuguese Embassy 
14:00 resolution support to the Portuguese fellow-workers in the Portuguese government, 
which that day will be a strike. 
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